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Erratum
In the article by C. W. Stackpole, entitled "Generation of Phenotypic
Diversity in the B16 Mouse Melanoma Relative to Spontaneous Metas
tasis," which appeared in the July 1983 issue, some data in Table 3,
page 3060, were misaligned. The correct Table 3 appears below.
Tables
Single-cell clones from B16 melanomacell lines derived from s.c. transplants
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(1-7)'4(0-19)9(5-16)84(41-155)20(8-32)37(10-63)"0(0-4)1(0-2)>250(180->250)1(0-2)>250(200->250)0(0-1)Lung
4(1-7)0/60/50/50/50/60/50/54/5

(L)N.MC++MC++N,Total

(0-5)0/56/6 2

(3-7)0/60/6Tumor
5

a Based on measurements at weekly intervals during 4 to 7 weeks of growth s.c. following injection of cells.
6 N., slow-growing "null" (<5 colonies/mouse; s15% metastasis; tumor growth rate, <3.0 mm/week); M, metastatic
(>50% incidence); C+, weakly colonizing (5 to 20 colonies/mouse); (L), liver colonization; C++, strongly colonizing (20 to
>250 colonies/mouse); Nr, rapid-growing "null" (<5 colonies/mouse; <15% metastasis; tumor growth rate, >3.5 mm/
week).
' Numbers in parentheses, range.
" Forty to 60% of mice also had liver colonies.
8 Cultured line obtained following a single s.c. transplantation
' One hundred % of mice also had liver colonies.
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of B16-LC1 (see Table 2).
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